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Chase Terrace Primary School  
Religious Education Handbook  

 

Subject Area  Religious Education 

Subject Aim- Intent  The role of Religious Education at Chase Terrace Primary School is to help prepare and equip all pupils for life and citizenship 
in today’s diverse Britain, by fostering in each pupil a growing knowledge and understanding of beliefs, practices, spiritual 
insights and secular world views. In the context of their own considered views, they will be open to engaging with the views of 
others a diverse world. We aim for our pupils to acquire: 
 

  An increasing core of insightful knowledge concerning religions and beliefs, both in Britain and in more global terms by 

exploring religious beliefs, teachings and practices. 

  A developing capacity to engage with ultimate questions and to formulate their own sense of identity and values by engaging 

with fundamental questions that are raised by life and its experiences. 

  A growing range of the social, spiritual and emotional skills appropriate to living well in a religiously open society. 

Subject Approach    Topics are taught on a termly or half-termly basis dependent on the demands of the curriculum.  

  For each topic, lessons are taught as blocks over a week period.  

  Our lessons are planned in order to provide immersive and exciting opportunities for children to understand the world’s 
major religions and belief systems, as well as reflecting on their own unique viewpoints and values. 
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Nursery Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 
 

Topic Christianity  
 

Hinduism/ 
Christianity 

 

Sikhism  
 

Christianity  
 

Celebrating 
different beliefs 

 

Celebrating 
different beliefs 

 

 Has a sense of own 
immediate family and 
relations. 

In pretend play, 
imitates everyday 
actions and events 
from own family and 
cultural background, 
e.g. making and 
drinking tea. 

 

Recognises and 
describes special 
times or events for 
family or friends. 

Remembers and 
talks about significant 
events in their own 
experience.  

 

Learns that they 
have similarities and 
differences that 
connect them to, 
and distinguish them 
from, others.  

 

Shows interest in the 
lives of people who 
are familiar to them.  

 

Shows interest in 
different occupations 
and ways of life. 

Knows some of the 
things that make 
them unique, and can 
talk about some of 
the similarities and 
differences in relation 
to friends or family. 

 

Shows interest in 
different occupations 
and ways of life. 

Knows some of the 
things that make 
them unique, and can 
talk about some of 
the similarities and 
differences in relation 
to friends or family. 

 

Reception Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 
 

Topic Christianity  
 

Hinduism/ 
Christianity 

 

Sikhism  
 

Christianity  
 

Celebrating 
different beliefs 

Celebrating 
different beliefs 

 

 Children can talk 
about their family 
customs. 

Knows some of the 
things that make 
them unique, and can 
talk about some of 
the similarities and 

Children can talk 
about their family 
routines. 

Knows some of the 
things that make 
them unique, and can 
talk about some of 
the similarities and 

Children know about 
similarities and 
differences between 
themselves and 
others, and among 
families, 
communities and 
traditions. 

Children talk about 
past and present 
events in their own 
lives and in the lives of 
family members.  

Children know about 
similarities and 
differences between 
themselves and 
others, and among 
families, communities 
and traditions and 
are sensitive to this. 

Children know about 
similarities and 
differences between 
themselves and 
others, and among 
families, communities 
and traditions and 
are sensitive to this. 

Curriculum Overview (Nursery- Year 6) 
RE Overview  
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differences in relation 
to friends or family. 

 

differences in relation 
to friends or family. 

  

Books  Holidays Diwali (E)  
Hinduism Bali (E) 

Sikhism in India (E) 
Sikhism (E) 

Easter    

Trips   Local Church  Gurdwara     

Year 1 
Cycle A 

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Topic Nature and God 
 

Light and Dark Rules and 
Routines 

 

Beginnings and 
Endings 

Ceremonies Places of Worship 

 
 
 
 
 

Recall the Christian 
Creation Story. 
 
Explain why the 
Creation Story is 
important to 
Christians. 
 
Explain why harvest 
is important to 
Christians. 
 
Explain why Sukkot 
is important to Jews. 
 
Explain the message 
in the story ‘Prince 
Siddhartha and the 
Swan’. 
 

Explain what 
Christmas is. 
 
Explain how 
Christians celebrate 
Christmas. 
 
Explain why gifts are 
given at Christmas. 
 
Explain what 
happens at Eid al-Fitr 
and why. 
 
Explain how Muslims 
celebrate Eid al-Fitr. 
 
Explain what Zakat 
is. 

Say who my friends 
are and describe 
what I do with my 
friends. 
 
Explain how to be a 
good friend. 
 
Explain how a 
disagreement can 
be resolved. 
 
Explain which 
qualities make a 
good friend. 
 
Think about the 
consequences of 
different actions. 
 

Explain why Palm 
Sunday is important to 
Christians. 
 
Explain what 
happened on Maundy 
Thursday. 
 
Explain why the cross 
is an important symbol 
for Christians. 
 
Explain what a 
surprise is. 
 
Explain how the 
disciples felt on Easter 
Sunday. 
 

Understand what a 
ritual is. 
 
Discuss what Salat is 
and why it is 
important to Muslims.  
 
Explore the ritual of 
puja. 
 
Explore what 
happens during Holy 
Communion. 
 
Compare rituals from 
different religions. 
 
Discuss and apply 
some features of 
religious rituals. 

Know what a place of 
worship is. 
 
Discuss key parts of 
a Jewish synagogue. 
 
Discuss key parts of 
a Hindu mandir. 
 
Discuss key parts of 
a Christian church. 
 
Discuss why places 
of worship are 
important in religions. 
 
Use and apply the 
key parts of a place 
of worship to a new 
design. 
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Explain the message 
in the story ‘The Boy 
Who Threw Stones at 
Trees’. 
 

Explain who Jesus' 
disciples were. 

Explain how 
Christians celebrate 
Easter. 

Suggested 
Delivery  

Learn how important 
nature is across the 
religions and make 
links between 
religions. 
 
Order the creation 
story using pictures/ 
sentences. 
 
Research/ watch 
videos on harvest/ 
Sukkot. 
 
Collect food for a 
food bank. 
 
Make a sukkah. 
 
Listen to stories from 
Buddhism and Islam 
which highlight the 
importance of looking 
after nature. 
 
Explain why it’s 
important to protect 
nature- who are we 
protecting it for? 

Learn about the 
importance of light to 
Christians, Hindus 
and Jews. 
 
Research Advent, 
Christmas, Diwali 
and Hanukah. 
 
Design an advent 
wreath. 
 
Read and explore the 
Rama and Sita story. 
 
Make a Diwali lamp- 
clay. 
 
Make a Hanukah 
menorah.  
 
Learn about what 
light and darkness 
represent and 
symbolise in each 
religion. 
 
Make links and 
comparisons 
between religions, 

Learn why we have 
rules and how they 
help us in our 
everyday lives. 
 
Understand the 
difference between 
a rule and a routine 
– identifying and 
sorting school rules 
and routines;  
learn rules and 
routines from the 
viewpoints of 
different religions; 
Christianity, 
Judaism, Islam and 
Sikhism. 
 
Learn about 
Humanism and 
beliefs of Humanists 
and explain how 
they make 
decisions. 
 
Explain why 
Shabbat is important 
to Jews. 
 

Learn how beginnings 
and endings are 
marked in different 
religions. 
 
Show videos of 
baptism and naming 
ceremonies. This can 
be done after showing 
the ‘baptism’ of Nemo 
in the film Finding 
Nemo- ask pupils to 
identify what was 
done to show that 
Nemo now belongs to 
the group. 
 
Research and discuss 
how beginnings and 
endings are marked in 
their own lives. 
 
Explore religious 
rituals for the 
beginning of a child’s 
life and a believer’s 
journey of faith. 
 
Find out how Sikhs 
celebrate the end of 

Learn about what a 
ceremony is, 
understanding 
common features of 
religious and non-
religious ceremonies. 
 
Find out about what 
happens at an 
Aqiqah, a Bar and 
Bat Mitzvah, a Dastar 
Bandi and a Hindu 
wedding. 
 
Consider how people 
feel at these 
important ceremonies 
and draw similarities 
and differences 
between them. 
 
Use knowledge and 
understanding about 
ceremonies to help 
them to work with 
others to plan their 
own ceremony. 
 

Reflect on special 
places and discuss a 
place that is special 
to them. 
 
Learn about what a 
place of worship is 
and what happens 
there. 
 
Learn about what a 
visitor to a Mosque, a 
Gurdwara and a 
Buddhist temple 
might see and gain 
an understanding of 
how a visitor should 
behave in each of 
these places of 
worship- make visitor 
guides. 
 
Develop an 
understanding of why 
places of worship are 
so important to the 
people who attend 
them- carry out 
interviews. 
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and compare to own 
experiences. 

Explain why the 10 
commandments are 
important to 
Christians and 
Jews- order them in 
order of importance- 
group work. 
 
Explain why the 5 
pillars of Islam are 
important to 
Muslims. 
 
Explain why the 5 
Ks are important to 
Sikhs- show them 
the 5 Ks and 
encourage them to 
ask questions- 
match the meaning 
to each object. 
 
Draw the 5 Ks. 
 

one year and 
beginning of a new 
year. 
 
Explore the Christian 
religion of Easter and 
make links with the 
idea of new life. 
 
Apply what they have 
learned about 
religious beliefs and 
practices by designing 
their own ceremony to 
mark a beginning or 
ending in their own 
life. 

Re-enact a ceremony 
that has been 
learned about. 

Explore similarities 
and differences 
between the places 
of worship they have 
been learning about 
and apply their 
knowledge and 
understanding about 
places of worship by 
working with others 
to design a non-
religious special 
place. 

Year 2  
Cycle B 

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Topic Caring for others 
 

Gifts and Giving Friendships Easter and Surprises Religion and Rituals Places of Worship 

 Explain how people 
can look after each 
other. 
 
Explain what the 
festival of Raksha 
Bandhan represents. 

Explain what 
Christmas is. 
 
Explain how 
Christians celebrate 
Christmas. 
 

Say who my friends 
are and describe 
what I do with my 
friends. 
 
Explain how to be a 
good friend. 

Explain why Palm 
Sunday is important to 
Christians. 
 
Explain what 
happened on Maundy 
Thursday. 

Understand what a 
ritual is. 
 
Discuss what Salat is 
and why it is 
important to Muslims.  
 

Know what a place of 
worship is. 
 
Discuss key parts of 
a Jewish synagogue. 
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Explain the message 
in the story The Good 
Samaritan. 
 
Explain what a langar 
meal is. 
 
Explain the message 
in the story Be My 
Guest. 
 
Understand different 
points of view. 

Explain why gifts are 
given at Christmas. 
 
Explain what 
happens at Eid al-Fitr 
and why. 
 
Explain how Muslims 
celebrate Eid al-Fitr. 
 
Explain what Zakat 
is. 

 
Explain how a 
disagreement can 
be resolved. 
 
Explain which 
qualities make a 
good friend. 
 
Think about the 
consequences of 
different actions. 
 
Explain who Jesus' 
disciples were. 
 

 
Explain why the cross 
is an important symbol 
for Christians. 
 
Explain what a 
surprise is. 
 
Explain how the 
disciples felt on Easter 
Sunday. 
 
Explain how 
Christians celebrate 
Easter. 

Explore the ritual of 
puja. 
 
Explore what 
happens during Holy 
Communion. 
 
Compare rituals from 
different religions. 
 
Discuss and apply 
some features of 
religious rituals. 

Discuss key parts of 
a Hindu mandir. 
 
Discuss key parts of 
a Christian church. 
 
Discuss why places 
of worship are 
important in religions. 
 
Use and apply the 
key parts of a place 
of worship to a new 
design. 

Suggested 
Delivery  

Learn how to be kind 
to each other and 
care for others by 
exploring the values 
of different religions. 
 
Bring in photos of 
family members- 
write down how they 
care for them. 
 
Read ‘The Smartest 
Giant in Town’ by 
Julia Donaldson and 
reflect on the 
relationships in the 
stories and how 
different characters 

The first Christmas 
story- role play 
activities. 
 
List Christmas 
traditions- why are 
they important? 
 
Make gold, 
frankincense and 
myrrh gift boxes. 
 
Learn about different 
gifts we can give and 
why giving is 
important. 
 
Learn about the 
festivals of 

What does it mean 
to be a good friend? 
 
Who are your 
friends? What 
qualities do they 
have? Why are 
these qualities 
important? Sort 
qualities. 
 
Learn about how to 
resolve conflicts- 
design a poster. 
 
Stories of 
friendships from 
different religions – 

Research and learn 
why Christians 
celebrate Easter.  
 
Learn about significant 
days leading up to 
Easter Sunday. 
 
Palm Sunday- make 
palm leaves. 
 
The Easter story- 
concept of surprises. 
 
Explore how is Easter 
is celebrated. 
 
Make Easter cards.  
 

Learn what rituals are 
and how they differ to 
routines. 
 
Explore how non-
religious and 
religious rituals are 
different - sort 
statements. 
 
Explore the rituals 
when Muslims pray – 
role play. 
 
Research worship 
rituals for Hindus. 
 
Explore Holy 
Communion for 

Consider what a 
place of worship is – 
sort pictures. 
 
Explore key features 
of a Jewish 
Synagogue. 
 
Research key 
features of a Hindu 
Mandir. 
 
Key features of a 
church. 
 
Learn about the 
importance of places 
of worship to 
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looked after each 
other. 
 
Read stories from 
different faiths. 
 
Learn about religious 
festivals and 
practices – research/ 
videos. 
 
Explore a story from 
different 
perspectives. 
 
Understand what the 
term sacrifice means. 
 
Share a feast with 
the class. 
 
Create cakes and 
other items they can 
sell for charity. Learn 
about different 
groups in their 
community that might 
need help, such as 
the homeless. 
 

‘Christmas’ and ‘Eid 
al-Fitr’ and why these 
are important to 
Christians/ Muslims. 
 
Making lanterns. 
 
Design own thank 
you cards to say 
what they are 
thankful for. 

reflect on actions of 
characters. 

Design Easter eggs. Christians. What is it 
and why is it 
important? 
 
Develop a non-
religious ritual for the 
class to perform. 

believers- sort 
statements. 

Year 3 
Cycle A 

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Topic Judaism The Nativity Story Sikhism Good Friday Islam Hinduism 
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Explain who founded 
Judaism and where. 
 
Explain the main 
beliefs in Judaism. 
 
Explain which places 
are special to Jews. 
 
Name the special 
Jewish festivals. 
 
Explain what the 
Jewish Holy Book is 
and how it is used. 
 
Name and explain 
the meanings of 
Jewish symbols. 

Explain where 
Nazareth is and who 
Mary and Joseph 
were. 

 
Explain the journey 
Mary and Joseph 
went on to 
Bethlehem. 

 
Explain where Jesus 
was born and why he 
was born there. 

 
Explain how the 
shepherds heard 
about Jesus' birth 
and the message 
they told Mary and 
Joseph. 

 
Retell the story of the 
wise men. 

 
Explain why King 
Herod wanted to find 
Jesus and how Jesus 
managed to stay 
safe. 
 

Explain who 
founded Sikhism 
and where. 
 
Explain the main 
beliefs in Sikhism. 
 
Explain what makes 
the Gurdwara a 
special place for 
Sikhs. 
 
Name and describe 
some special Sikh 
festivals. 
 
Explain what the 
Sikh holy book is 
and how it is used. 
 
Name and explain 
the meanings of 
Sikh symbols. 

Explain the 
importance of Jesus’ 
words at The Last 
Supper. 
 
Explain how prayer is 
related to Good 
Friday. 
 
Relate Jesus’ example 
of self-giving love to 
an example from 
World War Two. 
 
Explain the 
importance, in 
Christianity, of the 
cross and the 
resurrection going 
together. 
Explain why Easter 
eggs are given at 
Easter 

Explain where Islam 
was founded and 
who founded the 
Muslim faith. 
 
Explain the key 
beliefs held by 
Muslims. 
 
Explain the key 
features in a Muslim's 
place of worship. 
 
Name and explain 
the key Muslim 
festivals. 
 
Explain what the 
Muslim holy book is 
and how it is used. 
Recognise the main 
symbol associated 
with Islam 

Explain who founded 
Hinduism and where. 
Explain the main 
beliefs in Hinduism. 
 
Explain which places 
are special to Hindus. 
 
Name and describe 
some special Hindu 
festivals. 
 
Explain that Hindus 
have multiple holy 
books. 
 
Name and explain 
the meanings of 
Hindu symbols. 

Suggested 
delivery 

Explain how 
Abraham founded 
Judaism and where. 
 

Explain where 
Nazareth is and who 
Mary and Joseph 
were. 
 

Explain who 
founded Sikhism 
and locate where 
Sikhism was 
founded. 

Sequence events in 
the Easter Story. 
 

Explain where Islam 
was founded and 
who founded the 
Muslim faith. 
 

Locate where 
Hinduism was 
founded and explain 
how. 
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Explain the main 
beliefs in Judaism. 
 
Identify objects found 
in a synagogue and 
know it is where 
Jews worship. 
Explain the 
importance of 
Jerusalem to Jews. 
 
Explain what 
Passover celebrates 
and play a game 
played at Passover. 
 
Show how a Jewish 
family prepares for 
Shabbat.  
 
Explain what the 
Jewish Holy Book is 
and how it is used. 
 
Explain what the 
Torah is. 
 
Demonstrate how a 
Yad is used. 
 
Name and explain 
the meanings of 
Jewish symbols. 
 
 

Find Nazareth on a 
map. 
 
Retell the story of an 
angel appearing to 
Mary. 
Explain why Mary 
and Joseph had to go 
to Bethlehem, and 
how they travelled 
there.  
 
Explain where Jesus 
was born and why he 
was born there. 
 
Explain where the 
shepherds heard 
about Jesus' birth 
and the message 
they told Mary and 
Joseph. 
 
Retell the story of the 
wise men and explain 
the meaning of each 
gift that they gave to 
Jesus.  
 
Explain why King 
Herod wanted to find 
Jesus and how Jesus 
managed to stay 
safe. 
 

 
Explain the main 
beliefs that Sikhs 
share. 
 
Explain what makes 
the Gurdwara a 
special place for 
Sikhs, and name 
some features of a 
Gurdwara. 
 
Name and describe 
the main Sikh 
Festivals. 
 
Explain what the 
Sikh holy book is 
and how it is used. 
 
Demonstrate 
understanding of the 
contribution of 
different Gurus to 
the Guru Granth 
Sahib. 
 
Compare and 
contrast important 
Sikh prayers. 
 
Name and explain 
the meanings of 
Sikh symbols. 
 

Recall what Jesus 
said at The Last 
Supper, and begin to 
relate these words to 
their lives and things 
they can do. 
 
Explain how prayer is 
related to Good 
Friday. 
 
Explain how 
Christians believe that 
God goes through 
suffering with people. 
 
Create our own 
prayers.  
 
Relate Jesus’ example 
of self-giving love to 
an example from 
World War Two. 
 
Explain the 
importance, in 
Christianity, of the 
cross and the 
resurrection. 
 
Explain why Easter 
eggs are given at 
Easter. 
 
 

Name some of the 
prophets sent by 
Allah and explain 
who the key prophet 
was. 
 
Recall the six key 
beliefs held by 
Muslims. 
 
Understand why 
calligraphy is used by 
Muslims. 
 
Explain the key parts 
within a mosque. 
 
Name the main 
Muslim festivals and 
explain what 
happens at each 
festival. 
 
Explain what the 
Muslim holy book is 
and how it is used. 
 
Explain how the 
words in the Qur'an 
were revealed to 
Muhammad. 
 
Explain the main 
Muslim symbol and 
why it is significant.  

Explain the main 
beliefs in Hinduism. 
 
Name the main 
Hindu deities. 
 
Explain which places 
are special to Hindus 
and where they 
worship. 
 
Explain the 
similarities and 
differences between 
worshipping at a 
mandir and at home. 
 
Name and describe 
some special Hindu 
festivals. 
 
Retell one of the 
stories celebrated 
during a special 
Hindu festival. 
 
Demonstrate 
understanding of the 
different holy books. 
 
Name and explain 
the meanings of 
Hindu symbols. 
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Discuss whether King 
Herod was good or 
not and give reasons 
for my opinion. 
 

 

Year 4 
Cycle B 

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Topic Buddhism Christianity People of Faith Food and Fasting Pilgrimages The Bible 
 

 
 
 
 

Explain who and 
where Buddhism was 
founded. 
 
Explain the main 
beliefs held by 
Buddhists. 
 
Explain which places 
are special for 
Buddhists. 
 
Explain what 
happens at the major 
Buddhist festival. 
 
Explain what the 
Buddhist holy book is 
and what is in it. 
 
Name and explain 
the meaning of 
Buddhist symbols. 

Explain who founded 
Christianity and 
where it was 
founded. 
 
Explain the main 
beliefs of Christianity. 
 
Identify Christian 
special places and 
explain why they are 
special. 
 
Name and explain 
the main Christian 
festivals. 
 
Understand how the 
Bible is organised 
and can navigate my 
way around it.  
 
Name and explain 
the key symbols of 
Christianity.  

Retell the story of 
Malala Yousafzai’s 
life. 
 
Identify the Dalai 
Lama’s beliefs. 
 
Explore Rabbi 
Jonathan Sacks’ 
beliefs. 
 
Explain how Fauja 
Singh’s faith helped 
him. 
 
Discuss what 
inspiration means. 
 
Examine the role of 
beliefs in my life. 

Discuss the different 
ways food is thought 
about and used in our 
everyday lives. 
 
Explore religious rules 
about food and know 
what ‘kosher’ is. 
 
Explore the different 
effects of abstaining 
from something. 
 
Explore how and why 
religious believers 
fast. 
 
Understand how food 
is used for celebration 
in religions. 
 
Apply what I have 
learnt about the role of 
food in religions to 
plan a feast event. 

Explain the role of 
pilgrimage in 
Buddhism. 
 
Explain the role of 
pilgrimage in 
Christianity. 
 
Explain the role of 
pilgrimage in 
Hinduism. 
 
Explain the role of 
pilgrimage in Islam. 
 
Explain the role of 
pilgrimage in 
Judaism. 
 
Describe a special 
journey I have 
undertaken. 

Discuss what makes 
an item sacred. 
 
Identify and compare 
different books of the 
Bible and their 
authors. 
 
Explore different text 
types in the Bible. 
 
Understand how 
stories are used in 
the Bible to teach 
lessons. 
 
Explain how 
Christians use the 
Bible and why it is 
important to them. 
 
Compare a personal 
sacred item with the 
Christian sacred text 
of the Bible. 
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Suggested 
delivery 

Explain who founded 
Buddhism and 
where. 
 
Locate India on a 
map. 
Show key parts of 
Siddhartha 
Gautama’s life 
through drama. 
 
Explain the main 
beliefs held by 
Buddhists. 
 
Compare Buddhist 
beliefs with the 
beliefs of other 
religions. 
 
Explain which places 
are special for 
Buddhists. 
 
Participate in 
meditation to 
understand how 
Buddhists worship. 
 
Explain what 
happens at the major 
Buddhist festival. 
 

Describe who Jesus 
was and his 
importance to 
Christians. 
 
Locate Israel on a 
map. 
Explain the main 
beliefs of Christianity. 
 
Give an example to 
show my 
understanding of the 
trinity. 
 
Identify Christian 
special places and 
explain why they are 
special. 
 
Name and explain 
the main Christian 
festivals.  
 
Explain what 
happened when 
Jesus was in the 
desert and how this 
is marked by 
Christians today. 
 
Explain how the main 
Christian festivals are 
connected to each 
other.  

Retell the story of 
Malala Yousafzai’s 
life and explain how 
Malala’s beliefs 
have influenced her. 
 
Identify the Dalai 
Lama’s beliefs and 
the meaning behind 
them. 
 
Explore Rabbi 
Jonathan Sacks’ 
beliefs. 
 
Explain how Rabbi 
Jonathan Sacks’ 
beliefs are reflected 
in his life. 
 
Explain how Fauja 
Singh’s faith helped 
him through the 
challenges that he 
faced. 
 
Discuss what 
inspiration means. 
 
Retell key events in 
Bear Grylls’ life. 
 
Explain why 
someone inspires 
me.  

Discuss the different 
ways food is thought 
about and used in our 
everyday lives. 
 
Talk about how food is 
used for different 
purposes, such as 
celebration or 
remembrance. 
 
Explore religious rules 
about food and know 
what ‘kosher’ is. 
 
Discuss why Jewish 
believers follow the 
laws of kosher. 
 
Understand how 
following food rules 
can be a spiritual act 
for a religious believer. 
 
Explore the different 
effects of abstaining 
from something. 
 
Know what Lent is and 
can explain key facts 
about it. 
 
Discuss different 
reasons why religious 

Explain the role of 
pilgrimages in 
Buddhism and what 
Buddhists believe 
about them. 
 
I can explain what 
Christians believe 
about pilgrimages, 
and give a reason 
why Christians visit 
certain pilgrimage 
sites. 
 
Explain what Hindus 
believe about 
pilgrimages. 
 
Explain what Muslims 
believe about 
pilgrimages. 
 
Discuss the main 
events of the Hajj 
pilgrimage.  
 
Explain what Jews 
believe about 
pilgrimages. 
 
Imagine what it would 
be like to visit a 
pilgrimage site using 
key vocabulary to 

Define what ‘sacred’ 
means. 
 
Identify and compare 
different books of the 
Bible and their 
authors.  
Explain the difference 
between the Old and 
New Testament. 
 
Know what the 
phrase ‘inspired by 
God’ means. 
 
Explore different text 
types in the Bible.  
 
Know what a psalm 
and a proverb is. 
 
Understand how 
stories are used in 
the Bible to teach 
lessons. 
 
Know what a parable 
is and why Jesus told 
them. 
 
Retell a Bible story to 
make it relevant to 
the listeners. 
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Explain what the 
Buddhist holy book is 
and what is in it. 
 
Name and explain 
the meaning of 
Buddhist symbols. 

 
Explain what the 
Bible is and the two 
key sections. 
 
Begin to locate key 
passages within the 
Bible. 
  
Name and explain 
the key symbols of 
Christianity.   
 

 
Examine the role of 
beliefs in my life. 
 
Explain what my 
beliefs are. 
Identify how my 
beliefs affect my 
behaviour. 

believers might 
abstain from food. 
 
Explain what 
Ramadan is and what 
Muslims do during it. 
 
Understand how food 
is used for celebration 
in religion. 
 
Share with others the 
foods that help us 
celebrate. 
 
Explain some key 
facts about Diwali and  
name special foods for 
Diwali. 
 
Use key ingredients 
and vocabulary to 
create a celebratory 
food recipe. 

describe the 
experience. 
 
Link religious 
pilgrimages to special 
journeys from my 
own experience. 
Identify special 
journeys you take or 
have taken. 
 
Identify similarities 
between pilgrimages 
and your own special 
journey. 

Explain how 
Christians use the 
Bible and why it is 
important to them. 
 
Know how Christians 
study the Bible as 
individuals and in 
groups. 
 
Compare a personal 
sacred item with the 
Christian sacred text 
of the Bible. 
 
 

Year 5 
Cycle A 

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Topic Worship The True Meaning 
of Christmas 

 

Jesus the Healer Peace Commitment Forgiveness 
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Consider how worth 
is determined and 
what has worth to 
me.   
 
Reflect upon how 
music makes us feel 
and why it is used for 
religious worship.   
 
Discuss why and how 
religious believers 
pray.   
 
Compare 
expressions of 
worship in art.   
 
Investigate how 
artefacts are used as 
objects of worship 
within different 
religions.   
 
Explore what 
religious freedom is 
and how people use 
it.  

List what Christmas 
means to me and to 
Christians. 
 
Explain the 
importance of love at 
Christmas time in 
Christianity. 
 
Explain how God 
took human form and 
explain the 
importance of this 
vulnerability in 
modern situations. 
 
Compare Christian 
and secular 
Christmas cards. 
 
Analyse the meaning 
of a popular 
Christmas carol. 
 
Participate in a class 
debate about 
whether the true 
meaning of 
Christmas is lost. 

 

Explain the concept 
of a miracle. 
 
Retell a healing 
miracle. 
 
Consider different 
viewpoints. 
 
Express reactions 
and emotions 
involved in healing. 
 
Use music to explain 
scripture. 
 
Summarise who 
‘Jesus the Healer’ is. 

Explain the meaning 
of the word ‘peace’. 
 
Explain how different 
religions view peace. 
 
State the similarities 
and differences 
between each 
religion’s views on 
peace. 
 
Explain how some 
religions use inner 
peace to find peace 
and can reflect on this 
technique. 
 
Explain how religions 
focus on community 
cohesion to bring 
about peace. 
 
Recognise key peace 
symbols. 

Understand what 
commitment means 
and how it can be 
demonstrated in 
different ways. 
 
Explain how 
commitment is 
demonstrated in 
coming-of-age rituals. 
 
Understand and 
explain why people 
make sacrifices. 
 
Summarise the 
importance of fasting 
in Islam. 
 
Identify how 
commitment is shown 
through marriage 
ceremonies. 
 
Reflect on how I 
show commitment in 
my own life. 

Explore the concept 
of forgiveness. 
 
Explore and discuss 
what Jews believe 
about forgiveness. 
 
Explore the 
significance of Yom 
Kippur for Jews. 
 
Explore what 
Buddhists believe 
about forgiveness. 
 
Compare forgiveness 
in Buddhism and 
Judaism. 
 
Create and explain a 
symbol for 
forgiveness. 

Suggested 
Delivery 

Sharing experiences 
of something having 
worth.  
 

Creating a piece of 
word art to explain 
the meaning of 
Christmas. 
 

Identifying miracles 
in the bible.   
 

Creating a checklist of 
acts of peace. 
 

Sharing ideas of how 
people show 
commitment in their 
lives.  
 

Using drama to show 
the feelings that are 
involved when 
forgiving someone 
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Examining the link 
between worth  and 
worship. 
 
Identifying and 
explaining similarities 
and differences in 
how music is used in 
worship.  
 
Discussing prayers 
from different 
religions and 
comparing prayer as 
an act of worship in 
different religions.  
 
Considering what 
they would write in 
their own prayer.   
 
Discussing how a 
piece of art can be an 
expression of 
worship.  
 
Creating a piece of 
artwork inspired by 
what they know 
about worship. 
Comparing how 
artefacts are used 
within different 
religions.  
 

Listing ways 
Christians share their 
love for each other 
and God at 
Christmas time.  
 
Creating a role play 
which shows the 
different ways 
Christians show love 
at Christmas time. 
 
Creating ideas to 
help refugees today. 
 
Identifying whether a 
Christmas card is 
Christian or secular 
and explain how they 
know.  
 
Describing how a 
Christian Christmas 
card shows the true 
meaning of 
Christmas. 
 
Analysing the 
meaning of the lyrics 
in a carol. 
Explaining the 
meaning of 
commercialisation 
and link this to losing 

Creating a model to 
retell one of Jesus’ 
healing miracles.  
 
Reporting a miracle 
in the form and style 
of a newspaper 
article.   
 
Creating a storybook 
re-telling a miracle.   
 
Explaining the 
miracle of the 
healing of the 
bleeding woman by 
taking part in a 
performance. 
 

Creating a mind 
map to show 

learning and sharing 
thoughts and 

knowledge with the 
class. 

Playing a game to 
match viewpoints on 
peace to each religion.  
 
Creating a poster for a 
classroom display on 
one religion’s view on 
peace. 
 
Matching each religion 
to their summarised 
view on peace.  
 
Creating a symbolic 
picture to explain 
comparisons on peace 
across religions. 
 
Explaining techniques 
people use to find 
inner peace and 
reflecting on individual 
experiences of 
exploring inner peace. 
 
Explaining the 
different roles religions 
play in promoting 
community cohesion 
for peace.  
 
Prioritising positive 
actions in bringing 
about community 
cohesion and discuss 

Explaining what 
happens in a Jewish 
Bar or Bat Mitzvah 
and what happens at 
a First Holy 
Communion 
ceremony.  
 
Comparing religious 
and non-religious 
coming-of-age rituals. 
 
Recognising and 
sorting religious 
sacrifices and non-
religious sacrifices.   
 
Explain what is 
meant by fasting and 
how it is important to 
Muslims.  
 
Discussing how 
fasting is used as a 
demonstration of 
commitment. 
 
Explaining what 
happens in a 
religious wedding 
ceremony.  
 
Discussing different 
ways people show 

and when being 
forgiven. 
 
Comparing 
experiences of 
forgiveness to the 
experience Jews 
might have when 
seeking forgiveness. 
 
Finding out about 
and then tell others 
about some objects 
used at Yom Kippur.  
 
Asking and 
answering questions 
about Yom Kippur 
reflecting on the 
feelings Jews have at  
 Yom Kippur. 
 
Explaining how 
Buddhist teachings 
influence their beliefs 
about forgiveness. 
 
Presenting the key 
beliefs of Buddhists 
and Jews in relation 
to forgiveness.  
 
Discussing the 
similarities and 
differences between 
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Discussing how 
freedom can be 
encouraged and 

sharing ideas about 
diversity and respect. 

the true meaning of 
Christmas.  
 

Weighing up the 
arguments in a 

debate to express an 
opinion, and vote on 

whether the true 
meaning of 

Christmas is now 
lost. 

these priorities with 
the class. 
 
Creating a symbol of 

peace. 

commitment to a 
partner and why. 
 
Discussing different 

ways of showing 
commitment using 

new knowledge 
about religious 
commitment 

ceremonies and 
practices creating a 

ceremony for 
commitment. 

Jewish and Buddhist 
beliefs about 
forgiveness. 
 
Explaining the 
importance of 
forgiveness in a 
peaceful world.  
 
Designing and 
presenting a 
suggestion for a 
universal symbol  
for forgiveness.  

 

Year 6 
Cycle B 

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Topic Creation Stories The Christmas 
Story 

 

Justice and 
Freedom 

Crucifixion Eternity Humanism 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Retell the Judeo-
Christian story of 
creation. 
 
Compare the creation 
stories of the 
Abrahamic religions. 
 
Retell the Hindu 
creation story. 
 
Explain Sikh beliefs 
about creation. 
 

Recall the key events 
in The Christmas 
Story. 
 
Explain what 
interpretation means. 
 
Investigate 
similarities and 
differences between 
Matthew and Luke’s 
version of the 
nativity. 
 

Examine the 
concept of freedom. 
 
Examine the 
concept of justice. 
 
Compare concepts 
of justice.   
 
Describe the 
influence of religious 
and non-religious 
world views on the 
human rights 
movement. 

Remember key events 
in Holy Week and 
begin to question 
them. 
 
Understand the terms 
'free will' and 
'determinism' and can 
relate these terms to 
the crucifixion. 
 
Question if Jesus' life 
was part of a plan and 
I can relate these 

Analyse the definition 
of eternity. 
 
Investigate popular 
concepts of 
immortality. 
 
Examine religious 
ideas about Heaven. 
 
Understand the 
concepts of 
reincarnation and 
emancipation from 
life. 

Explore what a 
worldview is.   
 
Identify the key ideas 
of influential 
humanist thinkers.   
 
Explore the ideas of 
humanist thinkers. 
 
Create a poster 
explaining humanist 
beliefs to others.    
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Classify creation 
stories. 
 
Compare creation 
stories. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I can explain the key 
truth within both 
versions of The 
Christmas Story in 
the Gospels. 
 
Explain the meaning 
of advent and how 
Christians prepare. 
 
Explain how 
Christians in different 
countries celebrate 
Christmas differently. 
 

 
Describe the 
influence of religious 
views on nonviolent 
protest movements. 
 
Examine the 
concepts of freedom 
and justice and how 
they might conflict. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

thoughts to my own 
life. 
 
Analyse events in 
Holy Week to justify a 
line of argument. 
 
Understand the term 
'atonement' and relate 
it to commitments in 
my life. 
 
Relate the experience 
of Jesus and the idea 
of a life plan to my 
own life and choices I 
make. 

 
Explore humanist 
ideas of eternity. 
 
Compare and 
contrast ideas about 
eternity. 

Create a symbol 
representing a value.   
 
Consider scenarios 
and decide how 
humanists might 
respond.     
 
 
 
 
 
 

Suggested 
Delivery 

Sequencing the 
Judeo-Christian Story 
of Creation. 
 
Comparing and 
contrasting the 
Judeo-Christian and 
Islamic creation 
stories. 
 
Sequencing and 
retelling the Hindu 
creation story.  
Comparing the Hindu 
creation story with 
the creation stories of 

Creating captions for 
the key events in The 
Christmas Story.  
 
Interpreting a 
situation from a 
photograph and 
comparing my own 
interpretations with 
other people’s 
interpretations. 
 
Drawing comparisons 
between Luke and 
Matthew’s version of 
events. 

Comparing ideas 
about freedom from 
different religious 
world views. 
 
Identifying the 
concept of justice by 
reading a range of 
stories. 
 
Compare and 
contrasting the 
human rights of 
adults and children. 
 

Creating a timeline of 
events in Holy Week.  
 
Creating own 
questions to 
investigate the events 
of Holy Week. 
 
Explaining how free 
will and determinism 
are linked to Jesus’ 
death. 
 
Creating questions to 
discover if Jesus’ life 
was all part of a plan.  

Examining a range of 
definitions for the 
word ‘eternity’.  
 
Creating a visual 
representation of 
ideas about eternity. 
 
Examining the 
concept of 
superheroes and 
immortality. 
 
Examining the 
concept of heaven 

Creating a jigsaw 
showing the 
influences upon me. 
 
Deciding whether 
statements about 
humanism are true or 
false. 
 
Identifying and 
comparing the ideas 
of humanist thinkers. 
 
Representing 
humanist beliefs 
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the Abrahamic 
religions. 
 
Explaining Sikh 
beliefs about 
creation. 
 
Classifying different 
types of creation 
stories.  
 
Comparing different 
types of creation 
stories. 
 
Identifying similarities 
and differences 
between creation 
stories. 

 
Evaluating key parts 
of The Christmas 
Story to discover the 
key truth for all 
Christians. 
 
Creating a Christingle 
and explain the 
symbolism involved. 
 
Explaining how 
Christmas is 
celebrated by 
Christians in the UK 
and that people may 
celebrate the same 
festival in different 
ways. 

Explaining how 
religious and non-
religious views have 
influenced the non-
violent protest 
movement.  
 
Explaining the 
extent to which 
religious beliefs 
have impacted on 
key individuals in the 
nonviolent protest 
movement. 
 
Identifying scenarios 
where justice and 
freedom might 
conflict.  
 
Forming an opinion 
on a key question in 
RE and support 
ideas using 
examples. 

 
Analysing own life and 
recognise aspects that 
are determined and 
where I have free will. 
 
Sorting evidence into 
whether Jesus was 
aware of God’s plan or 
whether Jesus was 
not aware of God’s 
plan.  
 
Explaining the 
sacrifice made by 
Jesus and listing 
commitments within 
own life and rate their 
importance. 
 
Explaining the impact 
free will or 
determinism has on 
the choices I make for 
my life. 
 

according to the 
Abrahamic religions. 
 
Explaining the human 
life cycle according to 
Buddhists, Hindus 
and Sikhs.  
 
Comparing and 
contrasting the ideas 
of emancipation from 
reincarnation and 
heaven. 
 
Explaining humanist 
beliefs about death 
and ideas of eternity. 
 
Comparing religious 
and humanist views 
about eternity.   

using text                            
and images. 
 
Discussing the 
importance of values 
and their links to the 
ideas of humanist 
thinkers. 
 
Exploring the key 
teaching of 
humanism and 
discussing what 
humanists mean by 
‘a good life’ 

 


